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2021 RWCLL Umpire Notes and Tips Memo, 25APR2021 Update 

Contacts: 

Michael Amoroso mamoroso@seq.org   President 

Dan Williams  Danieljw@gmail.com   Fields/Umpire Coordinator 

Steve Washington stephenTwashington.0@gmail.com Asst. Umpire Coordinator 

 

Thank you for joining our Redwood City Little League Umpiring team! 

 

The following notes and tips are prepared with intent to help us all improve or our umpiring ‘game’. 

Umpiring is difficult but with practice and effort can be very rewarding. The following information are 

tips absorbed over the last 5 years. I really hope this information helps you better prepare for games.  

 

1. RESOURCES 

a. Read the Little League Rules, especially the sections 1 Objectives and 2 Definitions! 

i. Do you know the definition of a “CATCH”? 

ii. Rule books are available in E-book for Apple, Amazon, Google or hard copy 

b. Go to www.rwcll.org documents for mechanics diagrams and division rules 

i. Read the RWCLL Umpiring Made Easy – 2021 

ii. Read the rules for the division you are working 

iii. Review the diagrams for proper umpire team mechanics 

c. Go to the Little League International website for great umpire training videos and 

articles!  

i. https://www.littleleague.org/university/umpire/ 

ii. This is a fantastic resource for all umpires to get the official Little League 

mechanics, 2-man crew positions, footwork pivots and more. 

d. Positions:  

i. PU = Plate 

ii. U1 = 1st Base 

iii. U3 = 3rd Base 

 

2. Pre-Game Routine, Meeting with Partner(s) 

a. Arrive to game site minimum of 30 minutes prior to start 

b. Check-in with home team manager so they know you are present and gear up. 

c. PU= Plate Ump, U1= 1st Base Ump, U3= 3rd Base Ump, 30 minutes before game 

d. If only one umpire present/ they should call the game solo from behind the plate if 

possible. Optional to call pitches from behind the pitcher. 

e. If you or your partner is late, cover the basics before entering the field. 

f. Refer to the 2-ump and 3-ump mechanics diagrams. 

g. Fair/Foul Coverage: 

i. Plate:  

1. from Home to edge of 1B or 3B closest to Home always. 
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2. If the foul lines are not marked in the outfield, Plate should call all 

fair/foul.  

3. If U1 @ B, then all of RF Line to Home Run fence 

4. If U3 at B or C, then all LF Line to Home Run fence 

ii. U1 or 1B ump 

1. If U1 in A position, U1 has from 1B to the HR fence if the line is marked. 

2. If U2 @ B, no fair/foul calls. 

iii. U3 or 3B ump 

1. If U3 in D position, U3 has from 3B to the HR fence if the line is marked. 

2. If U3 @ B or C, no fair/foul calls. 

h. Catch/No-Catch: U1/Plate usually takes ALL Catches 

i. If a ‘trouble ball’ hit to OF on U2 or U3 side, they may turn their back to the 

Plate and ‘go out’ to read the Catch/no Catch, even if at B or C.  

ii. Once you go out, make the call ‘SAFE’ or ‘OUT’ and stay out. 

1. Plate and other base ump to cover all bases. 

2. If 3-Ump Crew, remaining pair switch to 2-Ump mechanics. 

iii. Trouble ball may be a low line drive or ball to the fences. 

iv. The rotations are different if it is a Fly Ball to the Outfield (CW play #3) or a 

Clean Hit to the Outfield (Semi-CCW play #6). 

1. 2-Ump & 3-Ump: Plate covers 3rd on Fly, Stays home on a Clean Hit 

i. If 2-Ump team, Plate covers 3rd Base in 3 situations ONLY: 

i. R1 only or R1 & R3, ball & runner to 3rd base. 

ii. R1 & R2 only, SAC FLY R2 to 3rd. 

iii. R2 only, R2 delayed advance on ground ball force out at 1st base on Batter 

runner. 

j. Plate helps with swipe tags, lane violations and pulled foot off first base force plays. 

k. Batted Ball hits batter in box - Base Ump can call this ‘FOUL’ if Plate does not see it. 

l. Time Outs, Dead Balls, Restarts 

m. Hand Signals for Umpire team: 

i. Pre-pitch: Point to the base you will be covering whenever the situation has 

changed. 

ii.  # of outs: RH Fingers, Arm Straight up, Signal between batters 

iii. Infield fly: Point up or tap hat with fist(0 out) or index finger (1 out) 

iv. Timing Play: 2 out, runner on second, point to wrist (watch). 

1. NOTE: Timing play is batter runner attempting to reach 2B at same time 

as R2 near scoring. As U2 or U3, this is the one call to hurry if you see an 

out, make your out call very loud so Plate can judge if run scores. If ball 

is dropped, then change your call, run scores, no worries. 

v. Count: Arms straight ahead, LH Balls, RH Strikes. Call it out on 3rd pitch, then if 2 

strikes or 3 balls.  

n. Check appearance of all umpires before entering the field.  
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o. Double check plate gear: Shin guards, Cup, Chest protector, Helmet, Ball bag, Indicator, 

brush. Must be a hockey style helmet for youth umpires. 

 

3. Pre-Game Field Management  

a. All umpires enter and leave the field together, we are the 3rd team on the field.  

b. Appearance and body language are important. Perception is the job. Carry yourself with 

confidence. 

c. No fraternizing with coaches or players beyond basic introductions, etc.  

i. Try not to linger around one dugout longer than the other. 

ii. Even a bit of innocent small talk can be misunderstood from across the 

diamond. 

d. Introduce yourself to both scorekeepers, note name of home scorer. 

1. It helps me to write down names of managers and scorer 

e. Ask home team for game balls 

f. At 10 Minutes prior to start, tell coaches plate meeting 5 min prior to game time. 

i. Tell HOME Manager that his team can take the field ONLY AFTER the conclusion 

of the plate meeting. It is not safe to have balls flying around during the 

meeting. 

g. Inspect Team and Player Equipment:  

i. Bats: 2018 USA Baseball, no donuts 

ii. Helmets: Look for padding and cracks. Most players argue to keep an old helmet 

but parents are usually grateful to be told if no longer safe. 

iii. Catchers Gear: NEEDS TO BE MONITORED ALL GAME AS LARGE AND SMALL 

PLAYERS SHARE GEAR. 

1. Helmets: Screws & cage tight, padding intact, dangling throat guard, 

check gap to back plate. 

2. Chest Protector: Snug enough at neck to hide collarbone 

3. Cup required for male catchers 

4. Shin guards have all straps & hooks adjusted 

5. Glove: Catcher’s glove required 

6. HELMET & CUP REQUIRED TO WARM UP PITCHER IN SQUAT 

iv.  If coaches hitting balls with a player catching, catcher’s helmet required. 

1. Players shall always receive the balls, not another coach. 

 

4. Pre-Game Plate Meeting with Managers – Keep it quick!!!, practice at home. 

a. Start Meeting 5 minutes before the scheduled game time.  

i. CALL: “Managers to home plate, players to the dugouts!” 

ii. If your late just ask: ‘Are you players legally and properly equipped?’ and ‘Our 

priorities as umpires are: Safety, Sportsmanship, and then Baseball, let’s be 

ball & bat safe, keep the commentary positive and play a good game” 

b. Plate ump stands behind the plate, Base stands on infield side of plate. 
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i. If 3 Umpires, U1 stands on infield side of LH batter’s box and U3 stands on the 

infield side of the RH batter’s box. 

c. Introduce yourselves, Receive, review, accept and distribute lineup cards as needed 

i. Home first, then visitor- Ask if all players on lineup are present.  

ii. All (2021 Majors), Minors and below will use a continuous batting order so the 

whole roster bats the whole game.  

d. Start with: “Our priorities as umpires are: Safety, Sportsmanship, and then Baseball. 

Are all of your players legally and properly equipped to play Little League Baseball?” 

i. NOTE: The coaches have been told that this question implies the following:  

1. Safety:  

a. Catchers with cups, helmets, throat guards, etc. 

b. Gates closed, no buckets, bow nets, drag screens, etc. 

c. No on deck batters except between innings. 

d. No jewelry, watches, string wristbands, etc. (including umpires) 

e. If only youth umpires, Home manager shall appoint a ‘GAME 

COORDINATOR” – See LL Rules 

f. NOTE: Up until receipt of the home lineup, the home manager 

decides if field conditions are safe enough to play, dry, daylight, 

etc.  

i. Then this becomes the UIC decision, usually plate ump 

and/or game coordinator. For darkness, if the catcher 

cannot see the pitch, play must stop immediately.  

2. Sportsmanship: 

a. Keep Coaching and Parent comments positive 

b. No matter what happens, good sportsmanship is expected at all 

times. This means no arguing judgement calls 

c. Throwing/slamming equipment in automatic ejection 

i. Accidentally Thrown Bats: In Majors games, the home 

plate umpire has the authority to do whatever he feels is 

necessary to maintain a safe playing environment (Rule 

9.01C).  

ii. For AAA games, we recommend that the player & his 

manager be warned upon the first dangerously thrown 

bat, and the batter be removed from the batting order 

as a safety precaution if he does it again. The player is 

NOT considered ejected from the game and may still 

play in the field 

d. Dealing with unsportsmanlike conduct: 

i. Ignore the 1st offense 

ii. Acknowledge the 2nd, Glance toward, without staring 

iii. Warn 3rd, Call TIME, and issue verbal warning 

iv. Eject 4th 
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3. Baseball 

a. Division/ level? AA, AAA, Majors 

b. # of innings/ Time Limits 

i. Tell coaches to give foul balls to on-deck batter to 

return to plate ump when they come to bat. 

c. Mercy Rules, per inning/per game 

i. Clarify no mercy rule in AA until playoffs. 

d. Dropped 3rd Strikes & Infield Fly Balls: Majors: yes; Minors: no 

e. Strictly limit ‘warm ups’ to one minute between innings. 

f. Remind pitchers to not come set until ball put in “PLAY” 

g. Manager’s Appeals: Walk thru the procedure for Manager’s 

Appeal or Question for umpire: 

i. Manager waits for play to end and request time 

ii. Umpires check that runners are not advancing, Call 

‘TIME’ 

iii. The manager may only appeal to the umpire that made 

the call. No umpire shall change another umpire’s call.  

iv. Umpire that made call hustles to meet manager 

‘halfway’ to speed up meeting, listen to question, 

manager may ask you to get help. 

v. If umpire that made call is confident with his call and 

rule interpretation, then stay with the call and don’t get 

help from partner. Say: “I had a good look at it coach 

and I think I got it right.” 

vi. If you are unsure of your view or look at the play or 

interpretation of the rules, then: 

vii. Tell the manager that you will check if your partner has 

any information that will help get the call right. Send 

him back to the dugouts with: “We’ll let you know our 

final decision.” 

viii. If your partner does not have new information, stick 

with the call. If your partner has a ball not caught or 

pulled foot, etc. 

ix. After decision, let both managers know the call. 

x. If a manger then comes out to argue again, EJECT the 

manager 

xi. From the LL Rule book:  
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e. At conclusion of the plate meeting NOTE THE TIME to both managers and umpires, 

record in your notes and ask the home scorekeeper to note the time. The official time 

starts at the end of the Plate meeting. Hustle to your warm-up positions and order the 

home team to take the field for warm-ups.  

 

5. Conducting the Game 

a. NOTE: You control the pace of the action between innings. 

b. Pre-game and between Inning warm-ups 

i. 1st inning – 8 pitches each starter 

ii. Between innings: Limit to 1 minute only, very important.  

iii. If catcher is not ready, tell pitcher to throw with infielder 

iv. Coaches not allowed to warm up pitchers 

v. Umps have a quick drink of water and go to warm up position 

1. Plate is standing halfway up baseline opposite the on-deck side 

a. Keep on deck batter on his dugout side until balls are in 

b. Keep on deck batter even with mound, not closer 

c. Keep base coach on dugout side until catcher throws to 2nd 

d. BASE COACHES SHOULD BE READY TO GO then cross behind the 

catcher. 

e. Only 1 on deck batter is allowed, 2 for majors between innings 

2. U1/1B ump at B position, usually the safest spot. 

3. U3/3B ump at C position, usually the safest spot. 

4. ALWAYS WATCH THE BALLS WHEN ON THE FIELD. 

5. Only meet between innings to discuss questions/mechanics. Meeting 

every break can give the perception of lack of confidence, knowledge. 

6. Clean the plate after catcher’s throw to 2nd base. Introduce yourself to 

any new catcher. 
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c. Checklist to start or restart play: 

i. Check if field is clear of warm up balls and players, coaches, on-deck, etc. 

ii. Wait for runners to retouch their bases after a foul ball. 

iii. Wait for base coaches and defense to reset in their positions, GATES CLOSED 

iv. Check that your umpire partners is/are in correct position, watching the ball.  

1. Pre-pitch Umpire signal: Point to the base you are covering on a hit to 

the outfield every time the situation changes. 

v. Check Pitcher stands touching pitcher’s plate with hands separated. 

vi. Wait for batter to assume position in the batter’s box and is reasonably ready 

vii. When you are ready, call loudly “PLAY” while pointing to the pitcher. 

viii. The pitcher may then begin the motion to deliver the ball or come to the ‘Set 

Position. Sometimes it helps to give the pitcher a friendly reminder to let you 

call play before beginning their pitching motion.  

ix. If plate dirty and runners on base, usually after a play at the plate, make sure 

play has stopped and you call “TIME” loudly before sweeping clean.  

1. Make sure batter sees you and doesn’t take a practice swing. 

 

6. Tips to improve your umpiring ‘game’ 

a. ALWAYS WATCH THE BALL! 

i. Always know where the ball is when 'In Play’ 

b. If U1 or U3 not on foul lines, go set with Plate Ump. If on the lines, walk into the pitch. 

c. Be Loud and long with calls! Stretch out syllables and always hold your mechanic for a 

bit. Make your arm mechanics standing straight up tall! 

d. Always prioritize Angle of Distance to best position yourself  

e. Always stop moving and see calls from the ‘Hands-on-Knees-Set’ Position or the 

Standing Set Position. This will help to still your vision to get the best view of the call.  

i. Never be running when its time to see a call. 

f. Don’t shout the obvious calls.  

i. ‘Grandma’ rule: if granny knows its foul then you don’t need to shout it. Just 

give a hand mechanic for TIME 

g. TIMING! TIMING! TIMING! Take your time to make the calls! 

i. See the Call, See the Call, See the Call, THEN make the Call. This timing works 

well and helps your confidence in your call because you have waited enough to 

see if fielder bobbled or dropped the ball.  

ii. Make a strong and confident call.  There is no rush, especially on the obvious 

calls. Taking your time early in a game will help give you more time to think 

about close plays/pitches later in the game. 

iii. It helps to exhale as pitcher releases the ball as plate ump or the ball arrives to a 

play as a base ump. Inhale after the catcher/defender receives the ball, then 

make your call. BREATHE! 
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iv. Don’t anticipate the play, let it happen. There must be a play to make a call. If 

there is no force, no ball or no tag, then there is no call. If there is a force and an 

obvious safe, arm mechanic without verbal is good.  

v. The only call that should get rushed is the timing play: with 2 outs, a tag ‘OUT’ 

near the time a runner is scoring at home plate. This OUT should be loud and 

fast so Plate ump knows the timing of the scoring runner. If defender drops the 

ball, the call can always be changed to SAFE, run scores, no problem.  

h. TIPS FOR CALLING BALLS AND STRIKES:  

i. See the Call, See the Call, See the Call, THEN make the Call.  

ii. Take a stance where you can see thru the ‘SLOT’ between the catcher and 

batter, feet are spread wide rotated square to the center of plate. The slot 

stance allows you to look for the low pitches bouncing before the plate or the 

catcher’s glove (dropped 3rd).  

iii. Keep your chin just above the top of the catcher’s helmet.  

iv. KEEP YOUR HEAD STILL AND TRACK THE BALL WITH YOUR EYES FROM THE 

PITCHER TO THE CATCHER’S GLOVE.  

v. TAKE A MENTAL PICTURE OF THE BALL THRU THE ZONE 

vi. Little League strike zone is larger than all other leagues! From the Little League 

Rule Book: “The STRIKE ZONE is that space over home plate which is between 

the batter’s armpits and top of the knees when the batter assumes a natural 

stance.”  

vii. Experienced umpires will say to call strikes on the outside of the plate plus 2 ball 

diameters (6 inches”) and inside plus 1 ball diameter (3 inches). 

viii. Don’t call low balls going lower or pitches high above letters.  

ix. “A FOUL TIP is a batted ball that goes sharp and direct from the bat to the 

catcher’s glove and is then legally caught. It is not a foul tip unless caught and 

any foul tip that is caught is a strike, and the ball is in play. It is not a catch if it is 

a rebound, unless the ball has first touched the catcher’s glove or hand. A foul 

tip can only be caught by the catcher. 

i. Verbal mechanic for batted ball caught is “THAT’S A CATCH”. If a trouble ball, low liner 

to outfield, etc., repeat verbal and hand mechanic for emphasis with “THAT’S A CATCH, 

BATTER IS OUT”. 

j. Keep verbal Calls or Replies to 3 words or less if possible (this is hard but makes job 

easier). 

i. OFF THE BAG 

ii. NO, HE DIDN’T (check swing) 

iii. YES, HE DID (swing not checked) 

iv. NO CONTROL, 1st base or fly ball no catch, juggle 

v. BALL ON GROUND, dropped/no catch 

vi. INCIDENTAL CONTACT 

vii. QUICK PITCH 

viii. ILLEGAL PITCH 
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ix. ON THE EXCHANGE (fielder catches then drops a ball after voluntary 

release/exchange to throwing hand) 

k. DROPPED 3RD STRIKE, Majors and Up 

i. If 2 outs or if 1B empty 

ii. track ball into glove, if touches ground, indicate strike mechanic pointing to the 

right & verbal mechanic loudly: “STRIKE 3”! 

iii. Base ump can help with unofficial ump signal down low, left hand 

1.  fist = catch; open hand = no catch 

2. This works for all FOUL TIPs as well. See above. 

iv. If not 2 outs and 1B occupied, on dropped 3rd, verbalize loudly: “STRIKE 3 

BATTER’S OUT” with arm mech for OUT.  

1. If batter runs, repeat “BATTER’s OUT” 

2. Still running “BATTER’S STILL OUT” 

l. Try to read the reactions of the players and coaches… for example: Hit by Pitch, Foul 

tips, dropped 3rd  strike, etc.  

m. If a foul ball hits metal fencing hard, give pitcher a new ball and look at the foul ball, 

examine for damage. 

n. Check the weather ahead of time and try to layer as needed to stay comfortably warm. 

Many games start in warm conditions and then get cool as the sun lowers.  

i.  Try to keep your hands out of your pockets when the ball is ‘In Play’. Use the 

time after foul balls to keep your hands warm if needed. Arm circles and 

jumping jacks will warm you up fast. 

o. KEEP THE GAME MOVING! ! ! ! 

i. One minute between innings 

ii. Long foul balls, throw a new ball to pitcher for him to reset 

iii. Tell coaches to give foul  balls to next batter 

iv. Tell home bench when last ball is put in play with “LAST BALL IN PLAY” 

1. This signals to the Home manager to supply more balls 

 

 

7. AA Division Tips 

a. Refer to the AA Rules on the website for more details.  

b. Each Batter may receive 7 pitches from the pitching machine with their coach loading. 

c. Indicate strike with arm mechanic in AA for swinging and foul strikes. When a Batter 

reaches 3 strikes, the batter is out regardless of the number of remaining pitches. 

d. Verbalize when there are ‘2 Strikes’ or it is the ‘Last Pitch’.  

e. Batter shall not be called out on strikes if a foul ball. 

f. Play is stopped when player has control of ball inside the outside edge of bases 

with hands up.  

i. No halfway rule, runner goes back to last base crossed when play is 

stopped by fielder.  
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ii. The fielder still has the option to continue play and attempt a play on any 

runner before he has stopped play. 

g.  AA: Indicate “TIME” is out with verbal and arm mechanic for dead ball if: 

i.  ball contacts pitching machine 

ii. Player has control of ball within baselines with hands up 

iii. ground rule double, bounding fair ball passing cones or out of play boundary  

iv. home run 

v. foul ball 

h. Indicate force outs and tag outs with arm mechanic and verbal ‘He’s Out!”. 

i. If working 2-umps at AA, refer to the 3-Umpire Team Mechanics and ADJUST to cover 3rd 

Base and Home.  

i. Usually, for hits to the outfield, we’ll rotate counter-clockwise so U1 would 

rotate to cover home plate and U3 would cover 2B & 3B.  

j. See: RWCLL.org, Umpire Documents\RWCLL AA Rules for our local rules.    

 

8. AAA Division Tips 

a. In AAA Select, 4 Balls is a walk and the ball is live. 

b. After a time out or foul ball, If a pitcher is rushing to start delivery before you call play, 

call “TIME” and nicely remind them not to come set until ‘PLAY’ is called. It is very 

common for young pitchers to rush. 

 

9. Majors Division Tips: 

a. 3rd Strike not caught is possible. Always be aware when 2 strikes and 1st base is not 

occupied or there are 2 outs.  

b. If working 2-umps at AAA, use the guide for 2-ump team mechanics. 

c. If working 3-umps at AAA, use the guide for 3-ump team mechanics. 

 

10. PLEASE REMEMBER - YOU HAVE SUPPORT BEHIND YOU! The Redwood City Little League Board 

of Directors THANK YOU and are fully 100% behind you! 

a. Any questions about rules interpretations or clarifications, problems with coaches, 

parents, other umpires, please email me: StephenTWashington.0@gmail.com  

b. Any questions or problems with scheduling, payments, and website, please email Dan 

Williams: DanielJW@gmail.com 

c. Refer to the Documents\Umpire Documents tab and Umpire FAQ’s at www.RWCLL.org 

d. Refer to the Little League International website, Resources for Umpires for umpire 

training videos and articles here: https://www.littleleague.org/university/umpires/ 

 

11. Covid-9 Notes: Wear mask always when possible. Umpires with glasses may lower their mask as 

needed to prevent fogging. Try to keep over your mouth at least. Always cover with mask when 

conferencing with umpires or managers. Temperature check-in with home team manager.  
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12. Umpires will likely never have a perfect game and we will all make mistakes. Just like playing 

baseball, if we work hard on fundamentals and give our best effort to improve every game, then 

we’re doing it right. If you have a bad call, that’s okay it happens. Do not switch the call or try to 

even it out with another bad call on purpose later. Little League baseball is not only Baseball 

school but also Umpire school. We are all here to learn and grow in this great game. 

 

13. Relax, have fun and PLAY BALL! 


